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Get 24/7/365 access to a doctor with MDLIVE* 
The next time you are sick and in need of a doctor, skip the office visit. With 
MDLIVE, you can have a virtual doctor’s appointment anytime, anywhere on 
your terms. MDLIVE’s doctors can diagnose you, prescribe medication when 
appropriate and send the prescription directly to your pharmacy. 

› Acne

› Allergies

› Asthma 

› Bronchitis

› Cold & Flu

› Diarrhea 

› Ear Aches

› Fever 

› Head Ache

› Infections

› Insect Bites

› Joint Aches

› Nausea 

› Pink Eye

› Rashes

› Respiratory Infections

› Sinus Infections

› Skin Infections

› Sore Throat

› Urinary Tract Infections

› Child medical conditions

-  Cold & Flu

-  Constipation 

-  Ear Aches

-  Nausea

-  Pink Eye

VIRTUAL CARE, 
ANYWHERE

Activate your  
account now

How it works
You can easily activate your account or connect with an MDLIVE doctor by using one of the following methods:

When to use it
MDLIVE is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year to conveniently help you find treatment  
for minor, non-emergency conditions. You can use it anytime, from anywhere. All you need is a phone or computer 
with webcam. 

Use MDLIVE to talk to a doctor about:

*MDLIVE offered through Cigna is currently not available to persons primarily covered under Medicare

An MDLIVE doctor can give you a diagnosis.  
The doctor can even prescribe medications if needed.
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1. Call 888.726.3171
2. Speak to a coordinator  

to find a doctor who 
meets your needs

3.  Talk to the doctor

1. Go to 
2. Find a doctor who meets  

your needs
3. Video chat with the doctor

You can also download the 
MDLIVE App for an easier and 
more convenient way to visit 
with a doctor.
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